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abbyy finereader 9.0 professional contains a free-to-
download document comparison module. with this new

function, you can compare pdf documents side by side and
instantly view their differences. to quickly and easily

pinpoint similar pages, you can define page ranges for
each document and see which pages overlap. if you're in a
hurry, you can also compare documents automatically, if
they share common page layouts. abbyy finereader 9.0

professional provides the standard abbyy ocr engine that is
used by all abbyy products, as well as an optional abbyy
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engines are based on the latest abbyy-developed ocr
engine, which has been improved to deliver high-speed
recognition with higher-precision results. the new abbyy
ocr engine is much faster and more accurate than the

previous one. abbyy finereader 9.0 professional provides
thai and hebrew language support. the abbyy finereader
engine supports multilevel, right-to-left and bi-directional
scripts. this ensures accurate and reliable ocr of thai and
hebrew documents. abbyy finereader is the most popular

ocr solution and comes with the largest collection of
templates, making it more suitable for business. it even

makes use of better and advanced algorithms for digitizing
pdf files. it allows users to easily manage and convert

multiple documents. it works best for documents that are
already scanned and converted into pdf files, but it works
well for documents that are converted from a hard copy. it

lets you digitize hard copies and convert them to pdf
documents. you can also use it as a pdf viewer and edit pdf

documents.
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